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Accomplishments of Summit #12

• Sessions
  – Overview
  – 3 Tracks (2 Session/Track)
  – 2 Synthesis

• 18 Session Speakers + 3 Keynote Speakers

• 29-94 participants per session, average of 55 per session

• Over 135 participants in at least one session

• Lively discussions at every session

• Communiqué
Accomplishments of Summit #12

- Over 6800 downloads (after removing bot downloads)
- Compared with less than 3900 downloads for 2016.
- The video recordings are especially popular.
Schedule Today

- Welcome by Ram D. Sriram
- Information and Introductions
- Keynote: Reza Ghanadan (DARPA)
- Break
- Exploration Sessions
- Lunch on your own
- Keynote: Barry Smith (University at Buffalo)
- Track Summary Reports
- Communiqué Discussion
- Group Dinner
Exploration Sessions

- Self-select groups
- Main page is at:
  
  http://ontologforum.org/index.php/Ontology_Summit_2017_Exploration

- Each group has
  - Wiki page
  - Video conference URL
  - Chat room
- Explore your selected topic
Schedule Tomorrow

- Keynote: Howard Wactlar (NSF)
- Communiqué Presentation and Affirmation
- Break
- Exploration Sessions
- Group Lunch
- Summaries of Exploration Sessions
- Conclusion and Next Steps